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Purpose: Low-dose CT (LDCT) imaging is desirable in many clinical applications to
reduce X-ray radiation dose to patients. Inspired by deep learning (DL), a recent promis-
ing direction of model-based iterative reconstruction (MBIR) methods for LDCT is via
optimization-unrolling DL-regularized image reconstruction, where pre-defined image prior
is replaced by learnable data-adaptive prior. However, LDCT is clinically multilevel, since
clinical scans have different noise levels that depend of scanning site, patient size, and
clinical task. Therefore, this work aims to develop an adaptive-hyper-parameter DL-based
image reconstruction method (AHP-Net) that can handle multilevel LDCT of different noise
levels.
Method: AHP-Net unrolls a half-quadratic splitting scheme with learnable image prior
built on framelet filter bank, and learns a network that automatically adjusts the hyper-
parameters for various noise levels. Each stage of the AHP-Net contains one inversion block
and a denoising block, where the denoising block is built-on a CNN. The main difference of
the proposed AHP-Net from other deep learning solutions lies the design of the inversion
block. In the proposed inversion block, we replaced the often-used gradient operator ∇ by
the filter banks with 8 high-pass filters from linear spline framelet transform, motivated by
its success in ℓ1-norm relating regularization in image recovery. Moreover, we proposed to
pay special attention to the hyper-parameters involved in the inversion block, and presented
a MLP-based NN to predict hyper-parameters that adaptive to both dose level and image
content.
Result: AHP-Net provides a single universal training model that can handle multilevel
LDCT. Extensive experimental evaluations using clinical scans suggest that AHP-Net out-
performed conventional MBIR techniques and state-of-the-art deep-learning-based methods
for multilevel LDCT of different noise levels.
Conclusions: The experiments showed the advantage of the proposed method over
classic non-learning methods and some representative deep learning based methods for
LDCT reconstruction. Also, another advantage is that the proposed method can only train
a single model with competitive performance to process measurement data with varying
dose levels.
keywords: X-ray CT, Image reconstruction, Low Dose CT, Deep Neural Networks
I. INTRODUCTION
X-Ray Computed Tomography (CT) is to provide high-resolution three-dimensional (3D) images of internal anatom-
ical structures using X-ray scanning and computational tomographic imaging techniques. As excessive exposure to
radiation from X-ray CT scanner may increase the risk of damage to issue, many techniques have been developed to
use less radiation than conventional CT scan, including decreasing the number of projection views42 and lowering the
X-ray tube current48. The latter is the so-called low-dose CT (LDCT). As a result, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of the measurements collected from is much lower than that of conventional CT, which has a negative impact on the
quality of the reconstructed image.
Given measurements from LDCT with low SNR, the images reconstructed by conventional filtered back-projection
(FBP) method are often of poor quality with noticeable artifacts. In such a setting, the so-called model-based iterative
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reconstruction (MBIR) method37,45 is more widely used for image reconstruction. In MBIR, image reconstruction is
usually formulated as an optimization problem regularized by certain functional for suppressing noise magnification
during reconstruction. Such a regularization term is derived from some pre-defined prior on the image. In the
past, many different priors have been proposed for MBIR-based reconstruction, e.g., total variation (TV)7,43,54,
wavelet tight frame-based sparsity prior18,29, nonlocal sparsity prior30, and low-rank based patch prior5,6,17,19. The
resulting optimization problems from these MBIR-based methods usually need to call some iterative scheme to find
an approximate solution. Instead of using some pre-defined prior for regularization, there are also some works3,51
that use dictionary learning or sparsifying transform learning to learn image prior for regularization in LDCT image
reconstruction.
In recent years, there has been rapid progress on the development of deep learning methods for image reconstruction
in LDCT. Most existing methods, e.g.,1,12,23,27, are based on the so-called optimization unrolling, which replaces the
step involving the image prior by a learnable function built on a deep neural network (NN). The performance of these
optimization-unrolling-based deep learning methods is very promising in LDCT image reconstruction.
However, LDCT is clinically multilevel, since clinical scans have different noise levels that depend of scanning
site, patient size, and clinical task. The multilevel nature of LDCT implies that hyper-parameters have to be either
manually tuned or automatically accounted for during the iterative scheme. It is known that in addition to the
choice of image prior, the setting of these hyper-parameters also plays an important role in the reconstruction; see
e.g. 25,40,51. How to automate the selection of appropriate hyper-parameters is an important yet challenging task in
MBIR. The optimal values of these hyper-parameters depends on many factors11,22,25,31,40,46, including
• SNR of measurement data,
• content of target image for reconstruction,
• global convergence property and fast convergence rate.
In the past, taking the factors listed above into consideration, there has been an enduring effort on developing
automatic selection strategies of hyper-parameters for regularization methods, e.g.3,11,22,31,40,46.
There are also several hyper-parameters involved in existing optimization-unrolling-based deep learning methods,
which are either manually tuned-up23,36 or are treated as one part of network weights to be learned in the train-
ing1,27,44. As a result, the setting of these hyper-parameter is optimized only for one specific noise level of measure-
ment data. When processing the data with different noise levels, they need to train different networks w.r.t. different
noise levels. Such a practice can be inconvenient and sometimes difficult in practical usage when noise level of data
is unknown.
Furthermore, as these hyper-parameters are fixed as constants for different measurements which can correspond
to the images with different contents. Such a constant treatment on hyper-parameters in existing deep learning
methods23,50 certainly is not optimal. Motivated by the practical value of processing data with unknown noise level
and the need for better image quality in LDCT imaging, this paper aims to develop an adaptive-hyper-parameter
DL-based image reconstruction method (AHP-Net) that can handle multilevel LDCT of different noise levels.
In AHP-Net, image prior and hyper-parameter selection are collaboratively learned by two NNs. AHP-Net is based
on the unrolling of the so-called half-quadratic splitting method20. The proposed NN is composed by K stages, which
corresponds to K outer iterations in the optimization method. Each stage contains two blocks
• Inversion block reconstructs an image using both the measurement and the estimate from the previous stage,
whose hyper-parameters are predicted by a multi-layer perception neural network (MLP).
• De-noising block removes the artifacts of the estimate passed from the inverse block by a convolutional neural
network (CNN).
Same as many existing methods, the de-noising block is implemented using a CNN. Our main contribution is not on
the design of the denoising block, but on the design of inversion block.
There are two main differences between the proposed inversion block and those existing ones. One is that the
regularization term we proposed is based on a fine-grained high-pass filter bank motivated from wavelet tight frames15,
which is different from gradient operator or learnable filter bank adopted in existing related works. The other is that
the inner-loop hyper-parameters involved in the inversion block is predicted by a learnable NN such that those hyper-
parameters will be adaptive to different dose levels and different inputs, while they are constants in existing related
works. Such an adaptivity not only brings performance advantage in LDCT image reconstruction, but also allows one
to train a single NN model to process the data with unknown dose level.I.A. Related work
Due to space limitation, we only discuss most related methods for LDCT image reconstruction, e.g., deep learning
based methods. One type of deep learning methods uses deep NN as a technique for post-processing the images
reconstructed from some existing method. By treating the artifacts as noise in the reconstructed image, these meth-
ods train an NN-based image denoiser to remove the artifacts from the image for better quality. The NN for image
denoising is trained by using the pairs of the image reconstructed from LDCT and its counterpart from conventional
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CT. Different NN architectures have been proposed for such a denoiser, e.g. CNN10, residual encoder CNN9, resid-
ual network24,35, U-net24,32 and generative adversarial network (GAN)/Wasserstein-GAN49,52, multi-resolution deep
convolutional framelets neural network53. Instead of directly denoising images, Kang et al.33,34 proposed to denoise
wavelet transform coefficients of the images using an NN-based denoiser. Overall, in such a post-processing approach,
deep learning does not get involved in the reconstruction and data consistence is omitted.
In recent years, a more popular deep-learning-based approach is based on optimization unrolling, which introduces
NNs in the iterations of the MBIR by replacing image-prior-based operations by the function modeled using learnable
NN8. In other words, the pre-defined image prior is replaced by a learnable prior using NN. There are two ways to
train the NN. One is pre-training the NNs and then plug it into the iterations of some MBIR; see e.g. pre-trained
CNN and autoencoder-based NNs. The other is training the NNs together with the MBIR; see e.g.1,2,4,21,26,27,39,44.
In addition to the training scheme, another main difference among different optimization-unrolling-based deep
learning methods lies in what numerical solver is chosen for unrolling. Based on the alternating direction method of
multipliers (ADMM), the ADMM-net is proposed in44 for image reconstruction in compressed-sensing-based Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI). For consistent CT image reconstruction, Gupta et al.23 proposed to unroll the proximal
gradient methods with CNN-based learnable prior. For LDCT image reconstruction, the ADMM is used in27 and the
primal-dual hybrid gradient (PDHG) method is used in1 for unrolling with learnable image prior.
Similar to most iterative schemes of MBIR, in these optimization-unrolling-based deep learning methods, how to
set appropriate hyper-parameters is very important to the quality of reconstructed images; see e.g. 23,50. Different
from conventional methods, there few systematic studies that address the problem of hyper-parameter setting in deep
learning methods for image reconstruction.
In existing deep learning methods, the hyper-parameters are either manually tuned-up23,50 or are treated as a part
of learnable NN parameters1,27. Both treatments are sub-optimal. The former can only take a few trials on the
hyper-parameters, since training the NN is a very time-consuming process. The later usually cannot find optimal
values for hyper-parameters either, as these hyper-parameters are treated the same as millions of other NN weights
in the optimization. In addition, for measurement with different dose levels, these deep learning methods need to
train different models to fit a specific noise level for optimal performance. There will be a performance hit if only one
model is trained for processing the data with different dose levels.
I.B. Roadmap
This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduces the problem and outlines the proposed method.
Section III presents the details of the proposed methods which are split into several parts. Firstly, Section III.A
describes the half-quadratic splitting method whose each iteration contains two blocks: inversion block and denoising
block. Secondly, Section III.B describes the details of inversion block whose hyper-parameters are predicted by
a learnable MLP. Thirdly, Section III.C describes the CNN-based implementation of the denoising block. Lastly,
Section III.D summarizes the proposed methods. The implementation details of NN is given in Section IV. Section V
is devoted to experimental evaluation and the comparison to other methods. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. MEASUREMENT MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In CT imaging with a mono-energetic source, the projection measurements from CT scan follow the Poisson distri-
bution13,14, which can be expressed as:
y¯i ∼ Poisson{Ii exp(−[Ax]i)}+N (0, σ2e), (1)
where N refers to normal distribution, x = [xj ]Npj=1 denotes the attenuation map. y¯ = [yi]Ndi=1 represents the vector of
measured projections. A = [ai,j ]i,j is the Nd×Np system matrix. The quantity [Ax]i =
∑Np
j=1 aijxj refers to the line
integral of the attenuation map x along the i-th X-ray. Ii represents the incident X-ray intensity incorporating X-ray
source illumination and the detector efficiency. The quantity σ2e denotes the variance of the background electronic
noise which is considered to be stable for a commercial CT scanner.
It is noted that the noise level varies for different target images. Given a target image x, its noise level is controlled
by Ii, i.e., the measure data is corrupted with noise which becomes larger when dose level Ii decreases. However,
even with a fixed dose level Ii, for different patients or different parts of human-body, their corresponding noise levels
are different too.
To reconstruct the attenuation map x, one can first run the correction and the logarithm transform on the noisy
measurements y¯ to generate the so-called sinogram y = [yi]
Nd
i=1, whose relation to Ax is often expressed as:
yi = [Ax]i +N (0, σ2i ), (2)
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where σi denotes the noise variance. The linear system (2) is ill-posed, and certain regularization needs to be imposed
on the solution to resolve the solution ambiguity and suppress noise magnification. Let p(x;λ) denotes the prior
distribution function of x with distribution parameter λ. The maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation of x is then
the minimum of the cost function given by
min
x
1
2
‖diag(σ−1i )(Ax− y)‖22 + log p(x;λ), (3)
where the first is data fidelity term and the second is regularization term on x derived from its prior distribution.
The model (3 )is often called penalized weighted least-squares (PWLS) image reconstruction model16,41,45, a widely
used one in CT image reconstruction.
Many regularization terms log p(x;λ) have been proposed for LDCT image reconstruction, e.g. TV43, nonlocal TV30
and framelet29. These regularization functionals are usually not directly defined in image domain, but in the domain
of image gradients or their generalizations. For example, both the TV and wavelet-transform-based regularizations
take the form of λ‖Γx‖1, where Γ is the gradient operator ∇ (TV) or wavelet transform W (wavelet). The prior
distribution parameter λ is also called the regularization parameter, which needs to be set in advance.
There are many numerical scheme for solving (3) with p(x;λ) = λ‖Γx‖1, e.g. ADMM and PDHG. In this paper,
our work is based on the half-quadratic splitting method20, which solve the problem (3) by introducing an auxiliary
variable z. Suppose diag(σi) = σI,
Inversion : xk = argminx
1
σ2
‖Ax− y‖22 + 1µk ‖Γx− zk‖22, (4a)
Denoising : zk+1 = argminz λ‖z‖1 + 1µk ‖Γxk − z‖22, (4b)
where {µk}k is the parameter sequences of the algorithm. The noise variance σ, the hyper-parameters, including the
parameter sequence {µk}k, and the regularization parameter λ, will make a noticeable impact on the convergence
behavior and the quality of the result.
There are two blocks in the iterative scheme (4). The first is an inversion block (4a), which reconstructs an image
from the measurement y and the estimate from the previous iteration. The second is a denoising block (4b), which
refines the estimate from the inverse block using the the prior-based regularization. The performance of the scheme
(4) depends on the answers to the following two questions.
1. what prior p(x;λ) fits the target image x well?
2. what values of of the hyper-parameters are optimal for estimating x?
Most existing optimization-unrolling methods focus on the replacement of the denoising block (4b) using a NN-based
denoiser. Despite the importance of the hyper-parameters23, the current treatment on the setting of hyper-parameters
is done by either manual selection or learning them as one part of NN weights.
This paper aims at designing a deep learning method for LDCT reconstruction that not only uses a CNN-based
denoiser to replace (4b), but also introduce a MAP-based predictor in the inversion block (4a) to automate the
adaptive setting of hyper-parameters to the SNR of measurement data and the target image x. The proposed deep
learning method not only provides very competitive performance for LDCT image reconstruction, but also is universal
such that a single trained NN model can be used for the reconstruction of CT measurements with varying dose levels.
III. METHOD
In this section, we give a detailed discussion on the proposed deep learning method for LDCT reconstruction.
III.A. Detailed algorithm of the iterative scheme (4)
Recall that each iteration of the scheme (4) has two blocks: inversion block and denoising block. For the inversion
block, the problem has an analytical solution given by
xk =
1
2
(A⊤A+
σ2
µk
Γ⊤Γ)−1(A⊤y +
σ2
µk
Γ⊤zk).
In conventional methods such as TV method, the operator Γ is image gradient operator ∇ that convolves the image
x by two filters: [1,−1] and [1,−1]⊤. Motivated by the performance improvement of framelet transform over ∇ in
many image recovery tasks, we propose to use the filter bank of spline framelet transform15. In our implementation,
the filter bank of linear B-spline framelet transform is adopted, which contains totally 8 2D high-pass filters
{fi}8i=1 := {hk1h⊤k2}0≤k1,k2≤2 \ {h0h⊤0 }, (5)
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composed by the tensor product of three 1D filters:
h0 = [
1
4
,
1
2
,
1
4
]⊤, h1 = [−1
4
,
1
2
,
1
4
]⊤, h2 = [
√
2
4
, 0,−
√
2
4
]⊤. (6)
It can be seen that such a filter bank is composed of more fine-grained 2D filters on image gradients with different
difference orders and along different directions. Then, the iterative scheme (4) can be re-formulated as
xk = argminx ‖Ax− y‖22 +
∑L
i=1 β
k
i ‖fi ⊗ x− zki ‖22, (7)
zk+1i = argminzi ‖fi ⊗ xk − zi‖22 + αki ‖zi‖1, 1 ≤ i ≤ L, (8)
where βki =
σ2
µk
i
, αki =
1
λiµ
k
i
. Again, the inversion block (7) has an analytical solution expressed by
xk =
(
A⊤A+
L∑
i=1
βki F
⊤
i Fi
)−1(
A⊤y +
L∑
i=1
βki F
⊤
i z
k
i
)
, (9)
where Fi denote the matrix form of the convolution operator with the filter fi.
In short, The inversion block (7) reconstructs x from measurement data y and the estimate of in high-pass channels
using the least squares estimator, and the denoising block (8) refines the estimate of {zi}i in high-frequency channels
by treating the artifacts as noise and suppressing it via some regularization.
III.B. Inversion block with an MLP-based adaptive predictor for hyper-parameters
Recall that in the analytical solution of the inversion block (9), there is a sequence of hyper-parameters {βki }Li=1.
The setting of such a sequence makes significant impact on the intermediate output, which in turn will make noticeable
impact on the quality of the final result. In this section, we present a NN-based solution to predict {βki }Li=1 for optimal
performance.
Indeed, the step (7) can be interpreted as an MAP estimator under the assumption that both y and zki are the
measurements of Ax and Fix corrupted by additive Gaussian white noise:
y −Ax = n ∼ N (0, σ2), (10a)
zki − Fix = ǫki ∼ N (0, (σki )2), 1 ≤ i ≤ L. (10b)
In such a simplified case, one can have an explicit solution to the hyper-parameters: βki := (σ
k
i )
−2σ2.
Under the assumption (10), The two quantities σi and σ are encoded in the residual:
dki = Fiy −Azki = −Aǫi + Fin.
It can be seen that the quality
1
Np
‖dki ‖22 = σ2
Np∑
j=1
|λA[j]|2
Np
n˜[j]
2
+ (σki )
2
Np∑
i=1
|λFi [j]|2
Np
ǫ˜i[j]
2
(11)
where λA, λFi are the spectrum ofA,Fi. The two vectors {n˜[j]2}j, {ǫ˜[j]2i }j are independent random variables following
the same Chi-squared distribution:
n˜[j]2 ∼ χ(1); ǫ˜[j]2 ∼ χ(1), 1 ≤ j ≤ Np.
It can be seen from (11) that there exist some linear relationship between the quantity 1
Np
‖dki ‖22 and σ2, (σki )2. In
practice, as the noise ni (i.e. the artifacts) is far more complex than additive Gaussian white noise. We thus propose to
learn a non-linear function to model such relationship, i.e we automate the estimation of the hyper-parameter sequence
{βki } using a learnable NN. The NN, denoted by Pkmlp(·; θkP) with parameters θkP , takes {‖fi ⊗ y −Azki ‖22}Li=1 as the
input and outputs the estimation of {βki }:
Pkmlp(·, θkP) : [‖dki ‖22]Li=1 ∈ RL → [βki ]Li=1 ∈ RL. (12)
An MLP is implemented for modeling the mapping Pk, which contains 3 layers. Each layer is composed by one fully
connected layer followed by one ReLU function. See Fig. 1 for the diagram of the proposed hyper-parameter predictor
Pk. Once the sequence {βki }Li=1 is predicted, we can update the estimate using the analytical solution (9). As
the matrix A⊤A+
∑L
i=1 β
k
i F
⊤
i Fi is of large size in CT reconstruction, the gradient descent method is called to find
an approximate solution. Note that the gradient of (7) is
gk(x) = A⊤(Ax− y) +
L∑
i=1
βki F
⊤
i (Fix− zki ). (13)
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zk
dk1 = f1 ⊗ y −Az
k
1
dk2 = f2 ⊗ y −Az
k
2
dk
L
= fL ⊗ y −Az
k
L
‖dk1‖
2
2
‖dk2‖
2
2
‖dk
L
‖22
R
eL
U
R
eL
U β
k
Fig. 1: Diagram of the MLP for predicting hyper-parameter sequence βk = {βki }Li=1, where zk = {zki }Li=1.
Then, we find an approximate solution to (7) using the gradient descent method:
xkt = x
k
t−1 − θkt−1gk(xkt−1), (14)
where t = 1, 2, . . . , T,, xk0 = x˜
k−1, xk = xkT , and the vector θ
k
I = [θ
k
0 , · · · θkT−1] is the vector of learnable step size. We
denote such an approximate solution by
Ikgd(·, θkI) : [y, {βki }Li=1, {zki }Li=1]→ xk. (15)
In summary, the inversion block can be expressed as
L
k(· ; {θkP , θkI}) : [y, {zi}Li=1]→ xk, (16)
where {θkP , θkI} is the set of learnable weights, including the weights of the MLP and the step sizes of the gradient
descent method.
III.C. Denoising block with CNN-based adaptive prior
For the denoising block, following many existing methods, we also adopt a CNN to learn the function (8) such that
the estimate passed from the inversion block can be refined using learnable prior that is adaptive to the target image.
It is noted that the measurements of an image in different high-pass channels are high correlated. Independently
running denoising in these high-pass channels is not a good practice as the inherent correlation is lost in such a
process. Thus, the proposed CNN take the estimate xk as the input and output a denoised version x˜k, which is then
fed to L (=8 in our implementation) high-pass channels to have an estimate zk+1i :
zk+1i = {fi ⊗ x˜k}i, 1 ≤ i ≤ L. (17)
Such a procedure reserves the correlations of an image among different high-pass channels.
Furthermore, instead of only taking the previous estimate xk as the input, The CNN for denoising block takes
all previous estimates {x0,x1 · · ·xk} as the input, which can alleviate the so-called vanishing gradient in training28.
Another benefit of doing so is that the fusion of these previous estimates provide more information for the refinement,
as these are different estimates of the truth with different types of artifacts. The final version of the mapping of the
CNN-based denoising process can be expressed as
Dkcnn(·, θkD) : [x0,x1, · · · ,xk]→ x˜k, (18)
where θkD denotes the parameters of denoising NN, Dkcnn. The output of the whole denoising block is then
zk+1i = fi ⊗Dkcnn([x0,x1, · · · ,xk], θkD). (19)
For each stage of the iteration, we use 17-block standard CNN with the structure Conv→BN→ReLU, except the first
block and the last block. The BN layer is omitted for the first and last block. For all the Conv layers in the CNN,
the kernel size is set as 3 × 3. The channel size is set to 64. See Fig. 2 for the diagram of the CNN-based denoising
block. In summary, the denoising block can be expressed as
D
k(· ; θkD) : [x0,x1, · · · ,xk]→ zk+1, (20)
where θkD is the set of learnable weights w.r.t. the CNN-based denoiser.
III.D. The overall architecture of the proposed method
The proposed deep learning method for LDCT contains totally K + 1 stages, denoted by {Sk}Kk=0. Let L k and
Dk denote the inversion block and denoising block defined by (16) and (20). Then, each stage corresponds to one
iteration in MBIR as follows.
S0(·; Θ0) : y L 0−→ x0, (21)
Sk(·; Θk) : [y, {xℓ}k−1ℓ=0 ] D
k−1−→ [y, zk−1] L k−→ xk, (22)
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Fig. 2: Diagram of the CNN for denoising.
for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, where Θk := {θk−1D , θkP , θkI} denotes the weights at the k-th stage, including the weights of Dk−1cnn ,
Pkmlp, and step sizes of Ikgd. In stage S0, we initialize z0 = 0 and β0i = 0.005 for 1 ≤ i ≤ L. It can be seen that when
the measurement is fed to the proposed NN, it generates a sequence through the K + 1 stages:
{x0,x1, · · · ,xK},
The final output of the whole NN is defined as x∗ := xK . See Fig. 3 for the outline of the proposed NN for LDCT
reconstruction, and we call it AHP-Net.
Igd
Sinogram y and A
Dcnn(·, θ0D)
Pmlp(·, θ
1
P
)
Igd(·, θ
1
I
) Dcnn(·, θ
K−1
D
)
Pmlp(·, θ
K
P
)
Igd(·, θ
K
I
)
Reconstructed image xK
z1 β1 zK βK
xKz
1 zK
z0
β0
x0
x1
[x1,x2 · · ·xK−1]
Stage: S1 Stage: SK
Fig. 3: Diagram of the proposed AHP-Net for LDCT image reconstruction.
For the training of the proposed AHP-Net, we consider the training dataset {xj,yj}Jj=1 with J training samples,
where each (xj ,yj) denotes one pair of normal dose image and low dose sinogram data. The loss function is defined
as
L(Θ) = 1
J
J∑
j=1
(
‖xKj − xj‖22 +
K−1∑
k=1
µk‖xkj − xj‖22
)
, (23)
where Θ := {Θk}Kk=0 is the whole set of NN parameters, and
xkj =
(Sk(· ; Θk) ◦ Sk−1(· ; Θk−1) ◦ · · · ◦ S0(· ; Θ0)) (yj)
denotes the output of the AHP-Net at the k-th stage w.r.t. the input yj . The first term in (23) is for encouraging
the output of the NN close to the truth. The second term is for ensuring the intermediate results not too far from
the truth. The balancing parameters {µk}K−1k=1 are set to 45 throughout all experiments.
The weights of NN are then learned by minimizing the loss function (23) using the standard mini-batch stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) method. The gradient of ΘK can be calculated via back-propagation. See supplementary
materials for the detailed derivation of the calculation of the gradient. Once we finished the training of the model
with an estimation of NN parameters Θ. For a low dose input data y, the image can be reconstructed by fed it into
the NN with parameters Θ:
x∗ :=
(
Sk(· ; Θk) ◦ Sk−1(· ; Θk−1) ◦ · · · ◦ S0(· ; Θ0)
)
(y).
III.E. Implementation
The proposed AHP-Net is implemented with K = 3 stages. For the inversion block in each stage, the iteration
number T is set to 3. For the proposed NN method, training is performed with PyTorch38 interface on a NVIDIA
Titan GPU. Adam method was used with the momentum parameter β = 0.9, mini-batch size to be 4, and the learning
rate to be 10−4. The model was trained for 50 epochs. The convolution weight of Dcnn for denoising were initialized
with orthogonal matrices and the biases were initialized with zeros. All weights in Pmlp were initialized to 1 and the
biases to 0.
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IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct a comprehensive experimental evaluation of the proposed AHP-Net, and compare it to
other representative methods in LDCT image reconstruction.
IV.A. Dataset for evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method under different dose levels, we simulated low dose projection
data from their normal-dose counterparts. The normal dose dataset included 6400 normal-dose prostate CT images of
256× 256 pixels per image from 100 anonymized scans, where 80% and 20% of the data is set for training and testing
respectively. The LDCT projection data was simulated by adding Poisson noise onto the normal-dose projection
data as Section II. The simulated geometry for projection data includes fan-beam CT scanner, flat-panel detector of
0.388 mm × 0.388 mm pixel size, 600 projection views evenly spanning a 360◦ circular orbit, 512 detector bins for
each projection with 1 mm pixel size, 100.0 cm source to detector distance and 50.0 cm source to isocenter distance.
For the training dataset, 80 patients’ simulated low-dose projection and corresponding normal dose images were
selected as the pairs of measurement and truth image. For every patient’s normal dose data, we simulated the low-
dose measurement with uniform dose level. Then, the sinogram different patients was obtained by take logarithm on
projection data y¯. The remaining 20 scans were selected as testing dataset. For testing dataset, low dose measurement
is simulated by the same way as training dataset. Throughout all experiments, 5120 pairs are included in training
dataset, 1280 pairs in testing dataset.
IV.B. Training scheme
Two types of training schems are conducted in this paper.
• Different models for different dose levels. In this training scheme, for each dose level, all deep learning methods
train one specific model using the measurements with the same dose level, and also test it on the measurements
with the same dose level. Totally 4 dose levels are evaluated: Ii = 10
5, 5× 104, 104, 5× 103.
• One universal model for different dose levels. In this training scheme, all deep learning methods train a single
model using the measurements with varying dose levels, and also test it on the measurements with varying dose
levels. In this case, each measurement in training dataset is generated with its dose level randomly selected from
{105, 7.5× 104, 5× 104, 2.5× 104, 104, 7.5× 103, 5× 103}, and each measurement in validation/testing dataset is
generated by with its dose level Ii = 10
5, 5× 104, 104, 5× 103 respectively.
IV.C. Comparison Method
The performance of the proposed methods is evaluated in comparison with classic FBP method, TV method,
FBPConvNet, MoDL, and Neumann Network.
• The TV method was implemented using the ADMM solver:
xk+1 = argminx
1
2‖Ax− y‖22 + µ2 ‖∇x− zk + p
k
µ
‖22,
zk+1 = argminz λ‖z‖1 + µ2 ‖z − (∇xk+1 + p
k
µ
)‖22,
pk+1 = pk + µ(∇xk+1 − zk+1),
The parameters λ, µ of the TV method are manually tuned-up for optimal performance under different dose
level. Specifically, the regularization parameter λ is set to 0.01 for Ii = 10
5, 5× 104; 0.02 for Ii = 104; and 0.03
for Ii = 5000 and parameter µ is set to 10.
• FBPConvNet32 is one representative method for CT reconstruction among all deep learning methods that use
the deep NN as a post-process technique. In FBPConvNet, a residual CNN with U-net architecture, is trained
to directly denoise the image reconstructed by the FBP method.
• MoDL2 is a deep learning method proposed for MRI reconstruction, which also can be used for LDCT recon-
struction. MoDL unrolls the following iterative scheme
xk = (ATA+ λI)−1(ATy + λx˜k−1),
x˜k = Dcnn(xk; θk)
where Dcnn is a CNN-based denoiser and λ is learned as an NN weight.
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Table I: Quantitative comparison (Mean±STD) of the results reconstructed by different methods on testing
dataset, where different models are trained for different dose levels in deep learning methods.
Dose level Index FBP TV FBPConvNet MoDL Neumann-Net Our AHP-Net
105
PSNR 37.15± 2.04 39.75± 2.18 41.17± 2.11 35.17± 2.14 32.51 ± 2.57 41.12± 2.69
RMSE 19.06± 1.10 14.18± 1.38 12.04± 1.27 24.20± 3.87 33.70 ± 11.47 12.41± 3.31
SSIM 0.9336 ± 0.01 0.9685± 0.01 0.9667 ± 0.01 0.9442± 0.02 0.8974 ± 0.03 0.9739± 0.01
5× 104
PSNR 35.78± 2.05 38.85± 2.18 39.66± 2.14 34.81± 2.17 32.79 ± 2.58 39.55± 3.08
RMSE 22.34± 1.55 15.72± 1.54 14.35± 1.66 25.19± 3.65 32.67 ± 11.24 14.98± 5.06
SSIM 0.8963 ± 0.02 0.9594± 0.01 0.9593 ± 0.02 0.9354± 0.02 0.9021 ± 0.03 0.9563± 0.02
104
PSNR 30.23± 2.22 34.21± 2.31 36.75± 2.22 33.27± 2.08 32.32 ± 2.57 38.20± 2.50
RMSE 42.60± 5.74 26.97± 4.01 20.07± 2.38 29.98± 3.77 34.39 ± 11.37 17.26± 4.60
SSIM 0.6883 ± 0.06 0.8645± 0.05 0.9275 ± 0.02 0.8736± 0.03 0.8912 ± 0.03 0.9532± 0.02
5× 103
PSNR 26.77± 2.32 30.42± 2.43 35.28± 2.23 32.16± 2.07 32.18 ± 2.51 36.93± 2.42
RMSE 63.63± 10.38 41.94± 7.83 23.77± 2.87 34.07± 4.05 34.81 ± 10.59 19.84± 3.95
SSIM 0.5401 ± 0.07 0.7178± 0.08 0.9123 ± 0.03 0.8017± 0.04 0.8861 ± 0.03 0.9447± 0.02
• Neumann-Net21 is proposed for linear inverse problem in generic imaging. Neumann-Net rolls the following
iterative scheme:
xk = xk−1 + η(I − ηA⊤A)xk−1 − ηDcnn(xk−1; θk),
where Dcnn is a CNN-based mapping.
V. RESULTS
In this section the proposed AHP-Net is evaluated on the simulated prostate CT data.
V.A. Quantitative comparison on dataset
Three metrics, peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), root mean square error (RMSE) and structural similarity index
measure (SSIM)47, are used for quantitative evaluation of image quality. Recall that PSNR is defined as
PSNR(x,x∗) = −10 log10
(‖x− x∗‖22
maxi |xi|2
)
,
where x∗ denotes reconstructed image and x denotes ground truth, i.e. normal dose image. RMSE is defined as
RMSE =
√∑
N
i=1(x
∗
i
−xi)2
N
, where N is the number of pixels.
See Table I for the quantitative comparison of the results from different methods, where different models are trained
for processing the data w.r.t. different dose levels. It can be seen that the performance of two deep learning methods,
MoDL and Neumann-Net, is noticeably worse than the other. One possible reason might be that MoDL is designed
for MRI reconstruction and Neumann-Net for generic linear inverse problems. As a result, their network architectures
might not fit the problem of LDCT reconstruction well. The proposed AHP-Net and FBPConvNet are two best
performers among all methods. In the case of relatively high dose level, Ii = 10
5, 5 × 104, the performances of
these two methods are very close. In the case of relatively low dose level, Ii = 10
4, 5 × 103, the proposed AHP-Net
outperformed FBPConvNet by a noticeably margin, 1.5− 1.8 dB advantage in PSNR.
See Table II for the quantitative comparison of the results from different methods, where one single model is trained
for processing the data with varying dose levels. Again, MoDL and Neumann-Net did not perform as well as the others.
The proposed AHP-Net is the best performer among all. The performance advantage of the proposed AHP-Net over
the second best performer (FBPConvNet) is around 1dB for higher dose levels and 2dB for lower dose levels.
Indeed, when the performance of the universal model trained for varying dose levels is compared to that of the
individual models trained for each fixed dose level. The proposed AHP-Net see the smallest performance hit, which
ranges from 0.5 − 0.7dB in PSNR, in the case of low dose levels. Even so, by comparing Table I and Table II, the
universal model of the AHP-Net still outperformed multiple models of other compared methods, in three tested dose
levels: 5× 104, 104, 5× 103.
In short, the proposed AHP-Net showed its advantage over existing representative non-learning methods and deep
learning methods, specially when the dose level is low. Also, the proposed AHP has its advantage in terms of
practical usage, as it allows to train a single model to processing the data w.r.t. varying dose levels with very
competitive performance. The outcome of quantitative comparison clearly indicates the importance of the setting of
hyper-parameters to optimization-unrolling-based deep learning methods and the effectiveness of our solution to it.
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Table II: Quantitative comparison (Mean±STD) of the results reconstructed by different methods on testing
dataset, where one single model is trained for different dose levels in deep learning methods.
Dose level Index FBP TV FBPConvNet MoDL Neumann-Net Our AHP-Net
105
PSNR 37.15± 2.04 39.75 ± 2.18 39.92± 2.03 35.06 ± 2.12 33.27± 2.62 40.54± 2.42
RMSE 19.06± 1.10 14.18 ± 1.38 13.90± 1.33 24.50 ± 3.80 30.93± 10.84 13.15± 2.97
SSIM 0.9336± 0.01 0.9685 ± 0.01 0.9596 ± 0.01 0.9434 ± 0.02 0.9079 ± 0.03 0.9703 ± 0.01
5× 104
PSNR 35.78± 2.05 38.85 ± 2.18 39.18± 2.07 34.94 ± 2.12 33.24± 2.62 40.07± 2.40
RMSE 22.34± 1.55 15.72 ± 1.54 15.14± 1.45 24.82 ± 3.77 31.03± 10.83 13.85± 2.96
SSIM 0.8963± 0.02 0.9594 ± 0.01 0.9526 ± 0.01 0.9366 ± 0.02 0.9071 ± 0.03 0.9670 ± 0.01
104
PSNR 30.23± 2.22 34.21 ± 2.31 36.15± 2.21 33.82 ± 2.07 32.96± 2.59 37.92± 2.37
RMSE 42.60± 5.74 26.97 ± 4.01 21.48± 2.33 28.17 ± 3.60 31.97± 10.77 17.65± 3.14
SSIM 0.6883± 0.06 0.8645 ± 0.05 0.9199 ± 0.02 0.8759 ± 0.03 0.8995 ± 0.03 0.9484 ± 0.02
5× 103
PSNR 26.77± 2.32 30.42 ± 2.43 34.08± 2.29 32.22 ± 2.10 32.57± 2.56 36.39± 2.38
RMSE 63.63± 10.38 41.94 ± 7.83 27.32± 3.62 33.78 ± 3.96 33.35± 10.70 21.03± 3.59
SSIM 0.5401± 0.07 0.7178 ± 0.08 0.8862 ± 0.04 0.7947 ± 0.04 0.8879 ± 0.03 0.9312 ± 0.03
NDCT ROI
Fig. 4: Normal dose CT image and zoomed region (ROI).
V.B. Visual comparison of some examples
Due to space limitation, only the images reconstructed by different methods from one sample measurement are
shown for visual comparison. The dose level of the measurement is Ii = 10
4. The displayed window is set to
[−150, 150] HU for all figures. More results w.r.t. other dose levels can be found in supplementary materials for visual
comparison.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the selected normal dose CT (NDCT) image and the zoomed region of interesting (ROI).
For the image reconstructed by the non-learning methods and the NN models trained by deep learning methods,
specifically for the dose level Ii = 10
4, Fig. 5 shows the images reconstructed by different methods, and their zoomed-
in images of boxes in Fig. 4 are displayed in Fig. 6. As shown by the cyan arrows, in comparison to he zoomed-in
NDCT image, the results of FBPConvNet, MoDL and Neumann-Net were more blurred than that of the proposed
method. See Table III for quantitative comparison of the results shown in Fig. 5.
For the image reconstructed by the non-learning methods and the universal NN model trained by deep learning
methods for varying dose levels, specifically for the dose level Ii = 5 × 103, Fig. 7 shows the images reconstructed
by different methods, and their zoomed-in images of boxes in Fig. 4 are displayed in Fig. 8. As shown by the cyan
arrows, in comparison to he zoomed-in NDCT image, the results of FBPConvNet, MoDL and Neumann-Net were
more blurred than that of the proposed method. See Table III for quantitative comparison for the results shown in
Fig. 7.
Table III: Quantitative metrics on the reconstruction results for the image slice shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7.
Method FBP TV FBPConv Net MoDL Neumann-Net Our AHP-Net
Fig. 5
PSNR 28.31 31.65 33.22 29.84 28.89 34.40
RMSE 40.03 27.24 22.74 33.552 37.43 19.85
SSIM 0.7204 0.8686 0.9040 0.8494 0.8376 0.9222
Fig. 7
PSNR 25.12 28.09 31.66 29.17 29.12 33.34
RMSE 57.78 41.06 27.20 36.27 36.47 22.44
SSIM 0.5903 0.7342 0.8798 0.7731 0.8399 0.9225
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FBP TV FBPConvNet
MoDL Neumann-Net AHP-Net
Fig. 5: Reconstruction results at dose level Ii = 10
4 by the models trained under same dose level.
FBP TV FBPConvNet
MoDL Neumann-Net AHP-Net
Fig. 6: Zoom-in results of Fig. 5 corresponding to the red boxes in Fig. 4.
V.C. Ablation study
The ablation study conducted in this section focuses on how the following two parts impact the performance of
image reconstruction: (1) the introduction of an MLP for adaptive prediction of the hyper-parameters and (2) the
usages of 8 high-pass filters from Linear spline framelet. Through the whole ablation study, all different versions of
the AHP-Net are trained by the same procedure on the same training/validation dataset and are tested on the same
testing dataset. Different dose levels are trained with different models. See Table IV for the results from the different
versions.
• ∇ vs spline framelet filter bank. The results from the proposed AHP-Net are compared to that from the same
NN but whose 8 framelet filters are replaced by 2 filters of ∇ ([1,−1], [1,−1]⊤) seen in TV regularization. See
the comparison of the column titled as “Using ∇” and that titled as ”AHP-Net” in Table IV. The results under
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FBP TV FBPConvNet
MoDL Neumann-Net AHP-Net
Fig. 7: Reconstruction results at dose level Ii = 5× 103 by the universal models trained for varying dose levels.
FBP TV FBPConvNet
MoDL Neumann-Net AHP-Net
Fig. 8: Zoom-in results of Fig. 7 corresponding to the red boxes in Fig. 4.
different dose level showed the advantage of 8 filters over gradient operator ∇, about 1.2− 1.9 dB in PSNR. It
is noted that in addition to performance gain by using the framelet filter bank, the performance benefit brought
by MLP-based predictor is also fully exploited when using ∇, as only 2 parameters are involved when using ∇.
• Learnable filters vs Spline framelet filter bank. The results from the proposed AHP-Net are compared to
that from the same NN but whose 8 filters are treated as network parameters learned on training dataset; see
the column titled as “Learnable filters” in Table IV. Surprisingly, learnable filter bank only performed better
than gradient operator ∇ in the case of higher dose level. In the case of lower dose level, there is a significant
performance hit when using learnable filter banks over ∇. One possible cause is that network training needs to
solve a highly non-convex optimization problem with millions of network parameters. The filter bank plays an
important role in the performance of the NN. However, when they are treated as one part of network parameters,
they do not receive sufficient attention in the training.
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Table IV: Quantitative comparison (Mean±STD) of the results reconstructed by the different versions of the
AHP-Net for ablation study
Dose level Index Using ∇ Learnable filters Learnable HP AHP-Net
105
PSNR 39.26 ± 2.86 37.15± 2.03 40.86 ± 2.54 41.12± 2.69
RMSE 15.46 ± 4.62 19.06± 1.10 12.80 ± 4.10 12.41± 3.31
SSIM 0.9656 ± 0.01 0.9336 ± 0.01 0.9686 ± 0.02 0.9739 ± 0.01
5× 104
PSNR 38.41 ± 2.98 35.78± 2.05 39.03 ± 3.11 39.55± 3.08
RMSE 17.25 ± 7.16 22.33± 1.55 16.14 ± 7.24 14.98± 5.06
SSIM 0.9566 ± 0.02 0.8963 ± 0.02 0.9618 ± 0.02 0.9563 ± 0.02
104
PSNR 36.91 ± 2.49 30.23± 2.22 36.78 ± 2.42 38.20± 2.50
RMSE 19.98 ± 4.51 42.59± 5.73 20.14 ± 3.59 17.26± 4.60
SSIM 0.9383 ± 0.02 0.6883 ± 0.06 0.9368 ± 0.02 0.9532 ± 0.02
5× 103
PSNR 35.08 ± 3.31 26.77± 2.32 35.63 ± 2.49 36.85± 1.85
RMSE 26.21 ± 19.65 63.66± 10.37 23.08 ± 5.19 36.93± 2.42
SSIM 0.9191 ± 0.05 0.5399 ± 0.07 0.9229 ± 0.03 0.9447 ± 0.02
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 9: Reconstruction results at dose level Ii = 5× 103 by the models trained under same dose level. (a) Using ∇;
(b) Learnable filters {Fi}; (c) Learnable HP; (d) AHP-net.
• Learning constant hyper-parameters as network weights vs Using an MLP for adaptive prediction of hyper-
parameters. The results from the proposed AHP-Net are compared to that from the same NN but whose
hyper-parameters {βkj } are treated as network parameters learned on training dataset; see the column titled as
“Learnable HP” in Table IV. In the case of higher dose levels, Ii = 10
5, 5×104, the performance gain of learning
an MLP for adaptive prediction of hyper-parameters is about 0.3 − 0.5dB in PSNR. In the case of lower dose
levels, Ii = 10
4, 5 × 103, there is a significant improvement of MLP-based adaptive prediction over learnable
constant hyper-parameters, about 1.3− 1.4dB in PSNR.
See Fig. 9 for the visual comparison of the results by the different versions of the AHP-Net trained under same
dose level reconstructed from some example with dose level Ii = 5 × 103, and Fig. 10 for their zoomed-in regions of
the boxes in Fig. 4. Please see supplementary materials for visual comparison of more examples.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 10: Zoom-in results of Fig. 9 corresponding to the red boxes in Fig. 4. (a) Using ∇; (b) Learnable filters {Fi};
(c) Learnable HP; (d) AHP-net.
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Table V: Cross-validation Quantitative results of one single model trained for different dose levels.
Dose level Method Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3 Fold 4 Fold 5 Mean±STD
105
FBPConvNet
PSNR 39.27 39.15 39.01 39.55 39.92 39.39± 0.36
RMSE 14.57 14.39 14.60 13.76 13.90 14.25± 0.39
SSIM 0.9583 0.9564 0.9549 0.9600 0.9596 0.9578 ± 0.00
AHP-Net
PSNR 39.68 40.24 39.40 40.06 40.54 39.98± 0.45
RMSE 15.57 13.24 14.43 13.19 13.15 13.92± 1.07
SSIM 0.9660 0.9507 0.9569 0.9555 0.9703 0.9210 ± 0.01
5× 104
FBPConvNet
PSNR 38.45 38.80 38.02 38.65 39.18 38.52± 0.44
RMSE 16.01 15.90 16.18 15.26 15.14 15.70± 0.47
SSIM 0.9485 0.9458 0.9446 0.9506 0.9526 0.9371 ± 0.00
AHP-Net
PSNR 39.30 38.29 39.02 39.72 40.07 39.58± 0.42
RMSE 16.15 13.87 15.02 13.69 13.85 14.52± 1.06
SSIM 0.9624 0.9474 0.9538 0.9443 0.9670 0.9371 ± 0.01
104
FBPConvNet
PSNR 35.45 35.53 35.27 35.69 36.15 35.62± 0.33
RMSE 22.59 21.85 22.73 21.50 21.48 22.03± 0.60
SSIM 0.9096 0.9124 0.9082 0.9169 0.9199 0.9134 ± 0.01
AHP-Net
PSNR 37.31 37.59 37.21 37.95 37.92 37.59± 0.34
RMSE 19.72 17.60 18.38 16.70 17.65 18.01± 1.13
SSIM 0.9425 0.9288 0.9367 0.9289 0.9484 0.9550 ± 0.01
5× 103
FBPConvNet
PSNR 33.62 33.55 33.34 33.91 34.08 33.70± 0.30
RMSE 27.91 27.53 28.43 26.41 24.72 27.52± 0.75
SSIM 0.8783 0.8771 0.8761 0.8888 0.9005 0.8813 ± 0.06
AHP-Net
PSNR 35.72 36.03 35.87 36.57 36.39 36.12± 0.36
RMSE 23.57 20.97 21.40 19.54 21.03 21.30± 1.45
SSIM 0.9234 0.9123 0.9222 0.9157 0.9312 0.9582 ± 0.01
V.D. Cross-validation
For great computational cost of training a network, in this section, a k-fold cross-validation is conducted on the
proposed AHP-Net and the second best deep learning method, FBPConvNet, in the previous experiments, to give a
comprehensive measure of two methods’ performance throughout the whole dataset. More specifically, 100 scans are
equally partitioned into 5 folders. Then, for each folder, the images associated with the scans from this fold are used
for testing, and all others are used for training. One single model is trained for different nose levels. See Table V for
the list of average quantitative metric values of the results from two methods on each test dataset. It can be seen the
proposed AHP-Net consistently outperformed FBPConvNet, and the performance margin is quite noticeable when
the dose level is low.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Similarly to many optimization-unrolling-based deep learning methods, this paper also proposed a deep learning
method for LDCT image reconstruction, the AHP-Net, that unrolls the half-quadratic splitting scheme for MBIR.
Each stage of the AHP-Net contains one inversion block and a denoising block, where the denoising block is built-on a
CNN. The main difference of the proposed AHP-Net from other deep learning solutions lies the design of the inversion
block.
In the proposed inversion block, we replaced the often-used gradient operator ∇ by the filter banks with 8 high-
pass filters from linear spline framelet transform, motivated by its success in ℓ1-norm relating regularization in image
recovery. Moreover, we proposed to pay special attention to the hyper-parameters involved in the inversion block,
and presented a MLP-based NN to predict hyper-parameters that adaptive to both dose level and image content.
The experiments showed the advantage of the proposed method over classic non-learning methods and some rep-
resentative deep learning based methods for LDCT reconstruction. Also, another advantage is that the proposed
method can only train a single model with competitive performance to process measurement data with varying dose
levels.
As different dose levels implicitly refers to different SNRs. The proposed methods indeed allows to train a universal
model with competitive performance to process the data with unknown SNRs, which can be valuable to practical
applications in medical CT imaging. In practical medical CT scans, the dose level is not fixed and the SNR of the
data is also different for different people under the same dose level, e.g. adult vs child. The adaptivity of the proposed
method to different SNRs of data can be welcomed in practice.
There still exist some issues in the proposed method. One is that the squared ℓ2-norm ‖ · ‖22 is used the proposed
methods, which is sub-optimal to the weighted squared ℓ2-norm ‖diag(w) · ‖2223, specially in the case of ultra-low
dose CT. Although, our approach can also use ‖diag(w) · ‖22 without any technical obstacle. It remains a challenging
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task to accurately estimate such a diag(w) w.r.t. varying dose levels. Another issue is that instead of reconstructing
the 3D volume as a whole, the proposed method separately reconstructs image slices. The main reason we take such
a reconstruction scheme is that the number of network parameters of the NN adopted in this paper will increase
exponentially when constructing the whole 3D volume. The resulting memory usage in GPU will be too excessive to
make the computation feasible under current available commodity GPUs.
In future work, we will study how to further improve the reconstruction by merging the estimation the weighting
matrix diag(w) in the fidelity term for better treatment on noise, and study how to design compact deep NN that
can directly reconstruct 3D volume in LDCT image reconstruction. Also, we will investigate the applications of the
proposed method in other medical image reconstruction problems, e.g. sparse-view CT reconstruction and image
reconstruction from sparse samples in MRI.
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AHP-Net for multilevel low-dose CT reconstruction
AHP-Net: adaptive-hyper-parameter deep learning based image
reconstruction method for multilevel low-dose CT: Supplementary Materials
In this supplementary file, we provide the following materials
• The details of calculating the gradients of the loss function w.r.t. all parameters, using back-propagation over
the deep architecture in Fig. 3.
• The details of the implementation and training of comparison methods
• Visual comparison on more examples.
I. BACK-PROPAGATION
During the train process, we need to calculate gradients about Θk = {θ
k−1
D , θ
k
P , θ
k
I}, k = 1, · · ·K. The loss of the
proposed neural network is as follows,
L(Θ) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
(
‖xKj − xj‖
2
2 +
K−1∑
k=1
µk‖x
k
j − xj‖
2
2
)
, (1)
Recall that gk(x) = A⊤(Ax − y) +
∑L
i=1 β
k
i F
⊤
i (Fix − z
k
i ), and x
k
t = x
k
t−1 − θ
k
t−1g
k(xkt−1), where x
k
0 = x
k−1 and
xk = xkT .
We give the details of the gradient calculation procedure. For simplify, we omit the data index j,
∂L(Θ)
∂θk
t
= ∂L(Θ)
∂xk
· ∂x
k
∂θk
t
, (2)
∂L(Θ)
∂θk
P
= ∂L(Θ)
∂xk
· ∂x
k
∂θk
P
, (3)
∂L(Θ)
∂θ
k−1
D
= ∂L(Θ)
∂xk
· ∂x
k
∂θ
k−1
D
, (4)
where
∂L(Θ)
∂xk
= µk
∂‖xk−x‖22
∂xk
+ µk+1
∂‖xk+1−x‖22
∂xk+1
· ∂x
k+1
∂xk
+ · · ·
+µK−1
∂‖xK−1−x‖22
xK−1
· ∂x
K−1
∂xK−2
· · · ∂x
k+1
∂xk
+
∂‖xK−x‖22
∂xK
· ∂x
K
∂xK−1
· · · ∂x
k+1
∂xk
, (5)
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∂‖xk − x‖22
∂xk
= 2(xk − x), (6a)
∂xk
∂xk−1
=
∂xkT
∂xk0
=
∂xkT
∂xkT−1
· · ·
∂xkt
∂xkt−1
· · ·
∂xk1
∂xk0
, (6b)
∂xkt
∂xkt−1
= I − θkt−1
∂gk(xkt−1)
∂xkt−1
, (6c)
∂gk(xkt−1)
∂xkt−1
= A⊤A+
L∑
i=1
βki F
⊤
i Fi, (6d)
∂xk
∂θkt
=
∂xkT
∂θkt
=
∂xkT
∂xkT−1
· · ·
∂xkt+2
∂xkt+1
·
∂xkt+1
∂θkt
, (6e)
∂xkt+1
∂θkt
= gk(xkt ), (6f)
∂xk
∂θkD
=
T−1∑
t=0
∂xkT
∂xkT−1
· · ·
∂xkt+2
∂xkt+1
·
∂xkt+1
∂θkD
,
(6g)
∂xkt+1
∂θkD
=
∂xkt+1
∂xkt
∂xkt
∂θkD
+
∂xkt+1
∂zk
∂zk
∂x˜k−1
∂x˜k−1
∂θkD
, (6h)
∂xkt+1
∂zki
= βki F
⊤
i , (6i)
∂zki
∂x˜k−1
= Fi, (6j)
∂x˜k−1
∂θkD
=
Dkcnn([x
0,x1, · · ·xk], θkD)
∂θkD
, (6k)
∂xk
∂θkP
=
T−1∑
t=0
∂xkT
∂xkT−1
· · ·
∂xkt+2
∂xkt+1
·
∂xkt+1
∂βk
∂βk
∂θkP
, (6l)
∂xkt+1
∂βki
= θkt F
⊤
i Fi(x
k
t − z
k
i ), (6m)
∂βk
∂θkP
=
Pkfcn(d
k, θkP)
∂θkP
. (6n)
II. EXPERIMENTS
II.A. Comparison Method
II.A.1. MoDL
was proposed in1 for MRI reconstruction. We applied it in CT. The details of unrolling stage of MoDL is as follows.
xk = (ATA+ λI)−1(ATy + λx˜k−1),
x˜k = Dcnn(x
k; θk)
where Dcnn is the same neural network as AHP-Net and λ is set as learnable parameter. The loss of MoDL is
L(Θ) =
J∑
j=1
‖xKj (Θ)− xj‖
2
2.
where Θ = (θ1, · · · θK , λ). For consistency, we set K = 3. Adam optimizer was used with the momentum parameter
β = 0.9, mini-batch size to be 4, and the learning rate to be 10−4. The model was trained for 50 epochs.
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FBP TV FBPConvNet
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Fig. 1: Reconstruction results at dose level Ii = 5× 10
4 by the models trained under same dose level.
II.A.2. Neumann-Net
Neumann Network was proposed in2 for linear inverse problem in imaging. With step size η > 0, the inverse
problem can be solved by
xk = η
K∑
k=1
(I − ηATA− ηR)kA⊤y.
The details of unrolling stage of Neumann-Net is as follows.
xk = xk−1 + η(I − ηA⊤A)xk−1 − ηDcnn(x
k−1, θk).
The loss of Neumann-Net is
L(Θ) =
J∑
j=1
‖xKj (Θ)− xj‖
2
2.
where Θ = (θ1, · · · θK , η). For consistency, we set K = 3. Adam optimizer was used with the momentum parameter
β = 0.9, mini-batch size to be 4, and the learning rate to be 10−4. The model was trained for 50 epochs.
III. RESULT
III.A. Visual comparison
Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 shows the images reconstructed by the models trained under same dose level. And the corre-
sponding zoomed-in images are displayed in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 shows the images reconstructed by the universal models trained for varying dose levels. And the
corresponding zoomed-in images are displayed in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8.
See Table I for quantitative comparison for the results shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 3, Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 .
III.B. Ablation study
Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 show the images reconstructed by different versions of the AHP-Net trained under same dose
level with the dose level of Ii = 5 × 10
4 and Ii = 10
4. And their zoomed-in images are displayed in Fig. 10 and Fig.
12
1Hemant K Aggarwal, Merry P Mani, and Mathews Jacob. MoDL: Model-based deep learning architecture for inverse problems. IEEE
transactions on medical imaging, 38(2):394–405, 2018.
2Davis Gilton, Greg Ongie, and Rebecca Willett. Neumann networks for inverse problems in imaging. arXiv preprint arXiv:1901.03707,
2019.
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FBP TV FBPConvNet
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Fig. 2: Zoom-in results of Fig. 1.
FBP TV FBPConvNet
MoDL Neumann-Net AHP-Net
Fig. 3: Reconstruction results at dose level Ii = 5× 10
3 by the models trained under same dose level.
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FBP TV FBPConvNet
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Fig. 4: Zoom-in results of Fig. 3.
FBP TV FBPConvNet
MoDL Neumann-Net AHP-Net
Fig. 5: Reconstruction results at dose level Ii = 5× 10
4 by the universal models trained for varying dose levels.
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Fig. 6: Zoom-in results of Fig. 5.
FBP TV FBPConvNet
MoDL Neumann-Net AHP-Net
Fig. 7: Reconstruction results at dose level Ii = 10
5 by the universal models trained for varying dose levels.
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Fig. 8: Zoom-in results of Fig. 7.
Table I: Quantitative metrics on the reconstruction results for the image slice shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 3, Fig. 5 and
Fig. 7.
Method FBP TV FBPConv Net MoDL Neumann-Net Our AHP-Net
Fig. 1
PSNR 38.57 41.72 42.39 37.21 36.64 43.37
RMSE 22.08 15.37 14.22 25.81 27.58 12.70
SSIM 0.9254 0.9716 0.9717 0.9487 0.9329 0.9789
Fig. 3
PSNR 29.05 32.62 37.70 34.39 35.48 39.30
RMSE 66.00 43.81 24.41 35.72 31.53 20.31
SSIM 0.5883 0.7612 0.9322 0.8327 0.9133 0.9557
Fig. 5
PSNR 38.57 41.72 41.94 37.47 37.33 42.71
RMSE 22.08 15.37 14.98 25.05 25.46 13.71
SSIM 0.9254 0.9716 0.9671 0.9373 0.9328 0.9748
Fig. 7
PSNR 32.70 36.69 38.34 36.17 36.83 40.09
RMSE 43.42 27.41 22.66 29.11 26.97 18.54
SSIM 0.7490 0.8980 0.9379 0.8781 0.9269 0.9563
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 9: Reconstruction results at dose level Ii = 5× 10
4 by the models trained under same dose level. (a) Using ∇;
(b) Learnable filters {Fi}; (c) Learnable HP; (d) AHP-net.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 10: Zoom-in results of Fig. 9. (a) Using ∇; (b) Learnable filters {Fi}; (c) Learnable HP; (d) AHP-net.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 11: Reconstruction results at dose level Ii = 10
4 by the models trained under same dose level. (a) Using ∇; (b)
Learnable filters {Fi}; (c) Learnable HP; (d) AHP-net.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 12: Zoom-in results of Fig. 11. (a) Using ∇; (b) Learnable filters {Fi}; (c) Learnable HP; (d) AHP-net.
